PRO NATURE® V

Electrostatic Field Therapy
3 in 1 multifunctional high potential therapy
Heat Therapy
Optical Therapy
High Potential Therapy

Environment & Health

All living creatures in nature cannot live without living environment. People certainly need a good living
environment if they want longevity.
A brisk environment provides people with fresh air and let them enjoy the kindness offered by the nature and
diseases can be reduced; a harmonious environment may prevent people from being upset and keep them in a
moderate and happy mood and free from stress and prolong their life.
However, the contemporary social environment is complicated. Modern people have to be confronted with various
social stress and life stress such as unemployment, competition, schooling, family at any time. With the quickened life
pace and increased social stress, various discomforts and diseases are following hard at heel. Some survey data from
WHO show that throughout the world only 15% of the population is in good health, 15% in unhealthy status and 70%
in sub-health condition. In addition, as a result of the quickened life pace and increased social stress, modern people’s
living standard has being improved also. As the trend of aging population become more and more conspicuous,
seniors’ health will also become one of the issues the society has to attach importance to. How to improve and control
the attack rates of hypertension, high blood pressure, cardiovascular & cerebrovascular disease, diabetes, fatty liver,
cancer, is also a problem waiting for us to solve.
Look at our living nature environment again. What is the environment of a modern metropolis like? With springing
up of high buildings, crowds of buildings have surrounded our environment which has caused unbalance of the
ecological environment. Waste gas, water and dregs, etc. have been continuously polluting our life space. The
electromagnetic radiation of various electrical appliances, automobiles and different noises, shuttling interference of
radio waves in sky, etc. have seriously damaged the nature electric field of our environment. Living in such bad
environment, the human body’s tissues and functions become unbalanced in potential; the physiology becomes
disordered and the internal environment of the human body (the physique) is gradually acidized. “An acidic physique
is the source of all diseases”. Various chronic diseases and metropolitan civilization diseases come accordingly.
Being confronted with the serious social environment and nature environment, in the modern living environment
with aging population and high rise of medical charge, how to maintain people’s own basic health turns extraordinarily
important. WHO points out that “people cannot get and retain good health until they are in quiet status in terms of
health, spirit and psychology”. Then, how to reach such a health status? Man should create a living environment
favorable for health and longevity based on the practice and the existing conditions. To satisfy consumers’
requirements, PRO NATURE® V apparatus is integrated with Electric Potential Therapy, Heat Therapy and Optical
Therapy. It not only faithfully plays a role of “family doctor”, but also creates a fresh and comfortable nature
environment artificially by means of the up-to-date research achievement of electro-biology and enables us to do
exercise while sitting.

History of Electrostatic Field Therapy

The past 30 years have seen an amount of research in the relations between electricity, electromagnetic fields
and living organisms. Esteemed researchers and a multitude of respected scientists have shown that abnormal
physiology is accompanied by abnormal electrical charge.
While in Western Medicine the concept of energy flow in the body has been largely forsaken, many healing
traditions from around the world are based on the balance and flow of Qi.
The basic theory in these systems of healing is that illness is caused by an imbalance in the flow of energy in the
body and that restoration of normal energy flow can help restore health. Our bodies are continually producing minute
D.C. currents through both mechanical and chemical means. These currents follow the paths of least resistance which
are in essence like an electric grid for the body. This is how for example the ECG is made possible.
One very significant effect of Electrostatic that it moves water. With our bodies being about 70% made out of
water, anything that has a strong effect on water can profoundly influence the physiology

How Does Electrostatic Field Therapy works?

Electrostatic Field Therapy is a simple, non-invasive technique using static electricity which produces fast
demonstrable clinical results.
The theory is that when an electric filed with high voltage AC is applied on a human body, cells metabolism is
stimulated by supplementing ions and the Acid-Base Balance of Electrolyte in blood results adjusted.
The H+ flow of ions in the organism can optimally be directed. This is important because beside others, the coordinates of enzyme, the Ca++household, the proteins of transportation in the blood and the general acid-base
homeostasis depends on these flows of protons and ions.
Abnormal physiology is associated with abnormal electrical activity. Correcting the abnormal electrical activity
facilitates restoration of normal physiology.
Electro Static Field Therapy apparatus apply safe levels of high AC voltage potential to the body and create an
electrical field around it. This electric field stimulates the sensory receptors in the skin, which in turn stimulates the
hypothalamus and other areas of the brain, to promote homeostatic functions.
Also, the electric field generates minute amounts of induced current, which permetes the body and stimulates the
metabolism.

The 3 Function Mechanism of PRO NATURE ® V

Heat Therapy
It is universally known that every organ of the body has corresponding reflection area on foot. Therefore, feet have
been considered as the second heart of the body. When some disease comes about in an organ, corresponding
changes may take place on the feet, such as press ache, the color differs from the normal skin, edema, or grain of rice
e.g. rough and uneven on surface.
According to chinese medicator: "blood flows when it is warm while condensates when it is cold."When blood is
warm, it's heat can be transferred to various tissues and organs of the whole body so that the blood vessels expands
and blood flows freely, it's elasticity is recovered and circulation can be improved.
Via far infrared ray, the Heat Therapy applies appropriate temperature on the exterior skin, which stimulates and
massages the acupoints of the feet, and con-eliminates pain. It can help various diseases such as cardiovascular
disease, neuropathic pain and endocrine dyscrasia.

Optical Therapy
Optical Therapy acts: 76,000Hz/second medium frequency alteration electric field (light fluctuation energy) upon
the body so that the fluctuation can evenly spread to the surroundings of the body producing biological energy (electric,
heat and mechanical energy) and keeps the body balance and show a vigorous status. With the alteration affect
(massage) of positive and negative ions at the rate of over 70,000 times per second, the vitality of cells will be
enhanced so that the body is activated; the basal metabolic rate rises; Qi and blood flows freely, the potential disease
of civilization is improved, and symptoms such as pain in the loins and back, fatigue, etc. are removed. Despite from
that, fat burning is accelerated, keeping fitness and good look can be realized: Optical Therapy also regulates the
overall physiological function, purify blood, discharge wastes and remove poison, as well as to enhance immunity of
the organism. Therefore, "using Optical Therapy function for 30 minutes is equivalent to an outdoor aerobic exercise
for 3 hours."

High Potential Therapy
Under the influence of this electric fiels, extremely weak vibrations will be produced at various parts of the body.
Inequilibrium at various tissues and organs will now be fully rectified. Corresponding movements with the electric field
will be produced by the cells. Intercellular cohesiveness will be relieved and fluids within and without the cells, in
particular the mineral ions in the fluids (potassium, sodium, phosporus, magnesium, and calcium ions) will be
redistribute according to their normal values (ionic effect)

Specification of PRO NATURE® V

SPECIFICATION
Model
Power Supply
Power Consumption
Input Current

PERFORMANCE
PRO NATURE® V
240V AC~, 50Hz/60Hz
120W

Timer
Safety Device
Dimension
Weight

0.5A
30, 60, 120 minutes
Timer Safe Stop Circuit
450 x 370 x 110 mm
5 Kg

Functions

High Potential
Optical Therapy
Heat Therapy
Leading Prong

Output Voltage
High Potential Therapy

Optical Therapy (76,000Hz)

•

9000V: High

•

1200V: High

•

6000V: Low

•

950V : Low

Heat Therapy
The thermostatically control device
is provided at the high gear of heat
and the temperature is kept 65ºC.

Frequently Asked Question (FAQ)
1. Are there any side effects in using High Potential Therapeutic Apparatus?
No, there are no side effects as no medications or injections are given, but in the initial stage of using the treatment,
you may experience some healing crisis. These will only be a temporary”detoxifying” response and you will soon
recover.

2. What is healing crisis?
After starting the treatment and before full recovery of the illness, you may feel light headaches, heaviness, tiredness
etc. These are normal detoxifying responses that will disappear soon.

3. Should I continue my medicine?
Yes, Medicine prescribed by doctors have to be continued.

4. Why is there no danger in using high potential with high voltage?
Whether electricity is safe to flow through the human body depends on current intensity. High potential therapeutic
apparatus is a device with very high voltage but very small current. It only applies a high voltage electric field on the
body while only less than 0.5 MA current flows through the body. Therefore, it is extremely safe. In addition, such up to
date therapeutic apparatus is widely applied in households in Japan. Therefore, you can use this apparatuc with ease.

5. Can we use this apparatus with rings on?
Yes, you can. It is unnecessary to take off metal articles, such as watch, ring etc. when the appratus is turned on.
However, a person equipped with pacemaker should not use this appratus. Besides, a person with hearing aid should
not use this apparatus until it is removed.

6. What should we do when lightnings occurs?
It does not matter in principle. However for the sake of safety, you may turn off the apparatus and disconnect it from
the power supply like other electrical appliances.

7. Can the apparatus work together with other electric appliances?
It is easy to get the appratus in trouble if it works together with electric blanket, electric heater. It is also possible that
the appratus cannot function properly when external electricity interferes it. However it will do no harm to our common
electric appliances such as TV, refrigerator, etc.

8. Who can use this apparatus? Can pregnant woman and children use?
Generally, everybody other than those in contraindication range and children of over 3 years may use the
apparatus.

9. What is sub-health? Why is the high potential therapeutic apparatus helpful to sub-health status?
Sub-heath status refers to a physiologic status with the features that the organism of a person has no apparent
disease through medical inspection but he feels tired and his vitality, reaction capacity and adaptation are weakened,
and shows various discomforts. It is also called "the third status of the organism" or "grey status". Sub-health is
between good health and disease, a status where physiological functions are weak. More than half of them will further
developer to organic diseases such as high blood pressure, coronary heart disease, diabetes etc.,
Medical research proves that production of the sub-health status is related with disorderliness or micro circulation. It is
mainly due to increase of blood viscosity so that the blood flow rate inside micro capillary slows down and blood
cannot flow smoothly so that the nutritious substances cannot be exchanged thoroughly, the products of metabolism
deposit and cannot be discharged. The results may cause various discomforts of the body and unbalance and unstability in psychology.
Traditional Chinese medicator also believes that "blood flow like water is active blood; when blood cannot flow freely, it
is necessary to stimulate the circulation of blood and remove statis." Therefore, a person in sub-health status does not
need to undergo medication but it is necessary to undergo prevention and cure by means of promoting blood
circulation by removing blood stasis, reducing blood viscosity and improving micro circulation so as to prevent from
sub-health. PRO NATURE® V has very good curative effect through the "high potential therapy" and "Heat therapy"
functions. It can reduce blood stickiness and promotes blood circulation. Therefore PRO NATURE® V can improve
sub-health status and prevent occurrences of diseases.

10. Why should we use High Potential Therapy?
A simple way to explain; diseases are caused by acidation of blood. In order to keep good health, it is necessary to
reach three elements of good health: nutrition, rest and physical exercise. If one of the three elements has lost
balance, blood will acidized and disease may form.
Today's life pace turns quicker and modern lifestyle becomes more and more disordered. e.g.: spiritual stress,
unbalanced diet and in sufficient physical exercise, etc. have caused formation of various modern diseases.
The initial reaction of acidized blood flowing inside the body is cause poor blood flow and may result in symptoms
such as various aches and discomfort of the body. At the initial stage of such disease, many people just leaves it. As a
result, the best therapeutic opportunity is lost due to delay in time and various disease are hidden inside the body.
When it has accumulated to a certain stage, diseases such as cancer, cerebral apoplexy, heart disease, gallstone,
gastric ulcer, cirrhosis, diabetes, hypertension, rheumatoid arthritis, etc. may occur.
By using PRO NATURE®V every day, it can effectively regulate various chronic diseases and modern diseases
resulted from contamination of blood and disorderliness of autonamic nerves as well as to purify the blood every day.
If blood is in a clean and balanced status, the probabaility of illness may reduce to extremely small or even totally
none.

